
Bristol Flyers bounced back with a home victory, beating the visiting London Lions 81-64. Leslee Smith 
led the way with 17 points and 11 rebounds to secure the win. 

Bristol opened the scoring with Jordan Davis connecting on a back cut to Rohndell Goodwin for the 
lay-up. But London responded straight away with a three-pointer by Momcilo Latinovic. Both teams 
traded buckets in the early goings. As Lions began to cool down offensively, Flyers continued to enjoy 
some success from field shooting 60% for the quarter.  

Bristol lifted their efforts on the defensive end, forcing Lions to commit a 24-second shot clock violation. 
They kept up the defensive intensity, which resulted in Lions committing five first quarter turnovers. 
Late in the first, Flyers found Daniel Edozie low on the block, who converted on a three-point play, to 
give Bristol a double digit lead. 

Flyers lead going into the second 25-14. Lions made it a single digit point lead behind two Brandon Peel 
free-throws. The Lions' forward then followed it up with a baby hook in the lane to close the gap further. 
Peel was huge for the visitors, as he would continue to score 12 points on 100% shooting for the first 
half.   

Whether Bristol were playing too aggressively on defence or London were attacking the basket and 
drawing contact, Flyers found themselves in the penalty with 7 minutes to go in the second period.  

Despite being in the penalty early, Flyers kept control of the contest. Midway through the second, Davis 
froze the defence with a hesitation dribble and converted on an And-1 to give Flyers a 13 point lead.  

Bristol maintained their defensive effort throughout the half, as they contained Lions' deadly 
three-point shooting, forcing the visitors to shoot just 8% from beyond the arc.  

Not only was Bristol's defence clicking, but their offence was firing on all cylinders,and Smith exploded 
for 12 first half points. Bristol saw their lead balloon to 19. At the half, Flyers were up 47-28. 

Mike Vigor opened the third quarter with a short jumper in the lane. Smith then chipped in with five 
straight points of his own to lift Flyers even higher.  

Facing a huge deficit, the visitors changed their defensive set up and applied full court pressure to try 
and turn the tide. Lions enjoyed a stretch in the third quarter through their trap defence. They made 
Flyers cough up the basketball on multiple possessions, resulting in run outs and high percentage shots.  

When they weren't capitalising on fastbreak opportunities, Lions were chipping away at the home 
team's lead at the free-throw line. As the third wore on, Flyers' lead shrank to 15 points, and the team's 
entered the final period 60-45.  

The fourth quarter began with Bristol successfully beating the London full court pressure and Edozie 
sent the Flyers' faithful into a frenzie with an emphatic two-handed slam dunk. 

The visitors kept working hard on defence and was able to get extra possessions from Bristol turnovers. 
Corey Dixon briefly reduced the Lions' deficit with an And-1, but the home crowd had another reason to 



cheer, as Brandon Boggs executed a perfect 360 degree slam dunk.  

Despite Bristol regaining their 20 point cushion, they could not put London away early. Eventually, time 
ran out for London. As the clock wound down, Lions could not find enough offence to mount a 
comeback and Flyers took the game 81-64.  
 
 


